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Custom ImPrinted Kestrel Chairs in Colorado. 

The ImPrinted process can be lively and charming, with a plethora of vibrant color options. TMC’s standard image offerings 

are in our Image Bank Por tfolio or specify a custom image. Chair leg styles include Flick, Kestrel or Plover. Have a contest at 

Pictured above: Kestrel California Quail and Flick Lion Chair.

ImPrintedkids
Collection
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Lounge
Collections
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Depending on the color palette this versatile collection can move from a 

sophisticated, muted appointed interior to a pop modern. Organic shapes 

and the beauty of Lakes and Puddle shape formations, this collection is easy 

and comfortable. Perfect for adult or teen areas in a library.

Pictured above: Lake Lounge - small, Lake Drum Side Table and Lake Laptop Table.

Lakes+Puddles
Collection
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Pictured in pop mod color this shows the versatile 

look this collection has to offer.  There are so many 

seat heights ranging from 12" , 14" 16" and 24" mak-

ing this a perfect solution for kids or adult. These 

stools are perfect for active busy patrons in the 

library.

Pictured above: Lake Lounge - small, Lake Bench - small and Lake Drum Side Tables.

Lakes+Puddles
Collection
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Showing another combination of color and shape. 

Also pictured is the Lake Laptop table with walnut 

veneer. Puddle Stools are Splash and the Lake 

Lounge in small. 

Pictured above: Splash Puddles and Lake Laptop Table.

Lakes+Puddles
Collection
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Solutions
Smaller Lounge 

For libraries tight on space or simply wanting a lighter scale lounge solu-

tion, the Plover Lounge and Eisenhower Lounge offer a smaller footprint 

without compromising comfort. Both collections have a distinctive leg 

wood leg on the Eisenhower.  The Plover occasional table is available in 

side or coffee table versions.  

Pictured above: Plover Lounge and Occasional table and Eisenhower Lounge and Occasional Table.
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Pictured at left: Custom Whistler Wedges with tables, Whistler Lounge Chairs and 

Whiteboard Table and Whistler Ottomans.

from, making it ideal for either large and spacious areas or small, tight 

ottomans, benches or in 15 -30-45 degree inner outer wedges making 

this an easy spec for any space challenge. Pictured at left is the Whistler 

Modular Lounge with a custom arc radius, providing another undulating 

TMC’s Whiteboard Table pictured above with the Whistler Ottomans is 

another modular solution. 

Whistler
Collection
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Create quiet zones for individual users or groups. Available with wheels for easy moving and modularity.

solid wood, closed base, caster and solid wood dowel. The Whistler with privacy back provides seclusion 

at left is a custom version of the Whistler Sofa with one arm that attaches to a Settee. Power was added 

Pictured left clockwise: Whistler Modular with Privacy Back, Whistler Lounge Chair,

Whistler with Privacy Back and Whistler Modular. 

Whistler
Collection
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Whistler Ottoman creates an attractive place to sit while reading a book. 
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The Whistler Modular Collection for kids is so adaptable, fun and very comfortable. Available in chair, settee, 

bench, ottoman and sofa versions as well as 15-30-45 degree inner or outer wedges that can be ganged 

below, to inner or outer wedges this collection is versatile in look and functionality. 

Pictured clockwise at left: Whistler 15 degree Modular Wedge, Whistler Lounges with Plover 

Lilypad Stool and Whistler Ottoman with Leaf divider panel.

Whistlerkids
Collection
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The Vancouver 1 + 2 Lounge Collection with squared metal legs is clean and modern in appeal. 

patterns or plain.  The Vancouver 2 is visually lighter, sparer version to the Vancouver 1. 

Settee, sofa and bench models are included as well as matching occasional side and coffee tables. 

Pictured left to right: Vancouver 1 Lounge with wood side panels,   Fully upholstered Vancouver 1 Lounge and Vancouver 2 Lounge Chair with plain wood side panels.

VancouverMetalLeg
Collection
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The Vancouver 1 Lounge has a solid wood, block leg that accents the general shape of the chair. The Vancouver 

2 has a solid, turned and tapered maple leg. Both 1 + 2 have a fully upholstered version as well as with wood 

part of this collection as well as matching occasional side and coffee tables.

Pictured opposite: Vancouver 2 Lounge Chair (modified) with

decorative wood side panels and tablet arm, Vancouver 1

Fully Upholstered Lounge Chair, Vancouver 1 with wood side panels, 

plain and with decorative pattern.

Below: Vancouver 2 Fully Upholstered Lounge Chair.

VancouverWoodLeg
Collection
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are of sturdy solid maple. Firm and ample cushion that provides ultimate comfort and support for patrons.

Settee, sofa, benches and arm chair versions are part of this collection as well as occasional side and coffee

table. Pictured opposite shows optional pillows.

Pictured opposite: Marseilles Lounge Arm Chair, Marseilles Lounge Chair and Marseilles Sofa. Above: Marseilles Lounge Chairs

with pillows and Marseilles Coffee Table with optional design patterning on side.

Marseilles
Collection
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Algonquin Occasional Tables

Algonquin Occasional Tables are pure classics. Crafted in beautiful wood this table can offer an eclectic 

look that would pair up nicely in modern or traditional lounge pieces.  Pictured with slat style though 

Vancouver 2 Occasional Tables 

Vancouver 2 Occasional Tables are available with a squared metal leg or turned maple leg. Pictured with 

one of our standard design patterns though others are available in the Portfolio or none at all. These 

tables are part of the Vancouver 2 Collection. See pages 12-14 for the Lounge offerings.

Algonquin Slatted Side Table

W 24"   D 24"   H 20"  

Algonquin Slatted SquareTable

W 24"   D 24"   H 16"  

Algonquin Slatted SquareTable

W 48"   D 24"   H 16"  

Vancouver 2 Side Table with metal leg

W 18"   D 18"   H 20"  

Vancouver 2 Coffee Table with metal leg

W 48"   D 24"   H 16"  

Drum Table 

a laminate or wood veneer sides and top.  Consider adding power for added functionality.

Drum Table - small

DIA 30"    OH 15"  

Drum Table - medium

DIA 36"    OH 15"  

Drum Table - large

DIA 42"    OH 15"  

Kestrel Occasional Tables 

Kestrel Occasional Tables are available in a few styles. Pictured is the taller Kestrel which is elegant and 

heights as well.

Kestrel Occasional Side Table

W 24"   D 24"   H 20"  W 24"   D 24"   H 34"  

Kestrel Occasional Side Table

Lake Drum Tables 

Lake Drum Tables are available in a few styles. Beautiful wood cylindrical base of maple or walnut veneer. 

Lake Laptop Tables 

Lake Laptop Tables sleek in design but engineered for heavy-use applications. Available in two top styles. 

-

tom chamfer edge.  

Lake Laptop Table - Small 
 W 18½"     D 16"    H 26½"   W 24½"     D 17"    H 26½"   

Lake Laptop Table - Medium

Lake Drum Side Table 

W 24½"   D 16½"   SH 15¾"  or 20 ¾"

Lake Drum Coffee Table  

W 32"   D 28"   SH 14"  

Lake Drum Large Coffee Table 

W 44"   D 24"   SH 14"  

Eisenhower Occasional Tables 

Eisenhower Occasional Tables have 3 legs. Beautifully turned and tapered solid maple legs have rods that 

Eisenhower Occasional SideTable 

DIA 36"    H 14"       DIA 42"    H 14"       

Plover Occasional Tables

laminate or wood veneer with self edge, vinyl t-mold and plywood or maple edgeband Standard shape 

is 

Plover Side Table Plover Coffee Table
DIA over-all  18¼"  DIA 14"   H 18"  DIA over-all  46¼"  DIA 42"   H 16"  

OccasionalTables
Collection
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Collection
Algonquin

Collection
Classics
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The Algonquin Lounge Collection is classic and commanding and speaks wood. Crafted in Michigan this collection 

is comprised of chair, settee, sofa and occasional tables. Side panels can be adorned with design pattering, slatted or 

plain. Please refer to our Cut-Out Design Portfolio for patterns. Custom designs is also an option. The  picture below 

is a custom cut-out from an architectural grille designed by Eirel Saarinein in the library at Cranbrook Kingswood 

Collection
AlgonquinLounge
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They wanted to carry it into the interior space. Pictured here shows the custom pattern incorporated in the 

Algonquin Lounge Chairs and Occasional Tables. 

Collection
AlgonquinTable
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Collection
AlgonquinTable AlgonquinTable + Carrel

The Algonquin Table Collection is available is many styles. The Algonquin Table 1 is simply with 4 squared 

visual interest in the surface. The designs can range from simple to more intricately carved like patterns. 

Very distinctive and a classic powerhouse the Algonquin table never goes out of style. Many sizes and edge 

details are available including mid-divider panels. For all the options please visit our website. 

Pictured left to right: Algonuin Table Collection 1, Algonquin Study Table and Algonquin Study Table (modified).
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Pictured: Algonquin Full Panel Study Carrel with Flick ImPrinted Chairs.

Collection
AlgonquinTable
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Modified for Ar ts&Crafts Vernacular
AlgonquinTable

Paired with the table are the Skye 2 Chairs picking up the same motif portrayed in the table.  Both 

the Algonquin Table and Skye 2 Chairs were made in oak. 
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Handsome, sharp and versatile the Skye 2 is smaller scale than the Skye Chair 

making a perfect study chair. Embodying a simple elegance the solid wood base 

is topped by an upholstered or wood seat.  Available in side or arm chair ver-

Design Portfolio for pattern options. 
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Design pattern options for versatility of aesthetic

SQU.M Mayfair SQU.K 
Knightsbridge

SQU.W 
Westminster

SQU.L London

DIA.E Medici DIA.G Gothic DIA.M Medieval DIA.F Florentine DIA.B Baroque DIA.Y Byzantine

EDW.W Willow EDW.R Reed

TTI.L Lotus TTI.M Myriad

Solutions
GeneologyRoom

Genealogy Rooms are popular in today’s library.  Ancestry, history of place are impor-

tant to communities and their citizens. Tables that are deeper to accommodate books, 

reference materials are commonplace. At TMC we build to order making any of our 

tables easy to modify for such a request. The Trestle Base Table offers a classic look, 

EDW.F Flora
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Classic and beautiful, the Trestle Base Table creates a look of rich and lasting elegance. The side panels 

marquetry styled patterns. Pull from architectural motifs in a library or from our Design Portfolio and 

custom.  Many sizes and edge treatment options are available. Tops may be wood veneer or laminate. 

Trestle+ColumnBaseTable
Collection
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Trestle+ColumnBaseTable
Collection
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Studying+
Computer Station
+Table overview 
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Algonquin Table 

many shapes and sizes. Pairs up nicely with the Skye 2 Chair.   Table heights: 20" H,  24" H,  26" H 

and 29" H.  

Kestrel Table 

Squared and tapered North American solid maple legs are the trademark for the Kestrel Table and 

the entire collection. This table is available is many shapes and sizes. Pairs up with the Kestrel adult 

and child chairs.  Table heights are as follows:  20"H,  24" H,  26" H and 29" H.  

Eisenhower Table 

is available is many shapes and sizes. Pairs up with the Eisenhower Chairs.  Standard Eisenhower Table 

height is 29" H.  

Plover Table 

sizes.  Pairs up with the Plover adult and child chairs.  Table heights: 22" H,  24" H,  26" H and 29" H.  

Table
Overview

wood leg metal leg
  

Flick Table 

Comprised of three steel metal rods to create one leg provides a modern and sleek look to the 

Flick Table.  Coordinates with the  Flick adult and child chairs.  Many top and shape options are 

available. Standard table heights are 25" H and 29" H.  

Lorca Table 

The Lorca Table has an interesting look. Diameter steel legs capped with a colorful wood glide. Co-

ordinates with the Lorca or Wyoming adult and child chairs.  This table is available is many shapes 

and sizes.  Table heights include a 20" H,  24" H,  26" H and 29" H.  The glides come in red, yellow, 

blue, black and grey. 

YUMA Table 

Clean and modern the YUMA table have squared steel tube legs with may powder coated in 

numerous colors. This table is available is many shapes and sizes. The YUMA table can be paired up 

with any seating, for it’s look is simple and versatile. Standard Eisenhower Table height is 29" H.  

FINN Table

The FINN Table was a 2" steel diameter leg that can be powdercoat in a number of color and 

metallic options as well as a 2” and 3” diameter aluminum leg. The tables come in a number of of 

shapes and sizes.  Pairs up with the Lorca and Wyoming adult and child chairs.  Table heights are as 

follows:  22" H,  24" H, 26" H and 29" H.  
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Mobile
Solutions

the ability to move furniture around to adapt to 

their changing needs.  Whether it be in our chairs, 

lounge, tables or case goods we offer this function-

ality on several of standard lines. Represented here 

are a few of our offerings.

1.                 2.                                                                      3.  

4.       5. 6.

7.                                                                                      8. 

1.Whislter Sofa

2. FINN Table with 2” Dia legs

3. Whiteboard Table

4.-5.  Capsian 1

6. Caspian 2

7. EnShell Task Chair

8. FINN Table with 3” Dia legs and Flick Chairs
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Metal/WoodSolutions
Tables or Carrel

TMC makes integrating leg styles across many product lines: 

of metal and wood leg options. Clean and succinct these are of-

ferings can merge easily in today’s modern librar y. Consider clear 

maple with a pop of bright laminate.

Pictured left Zenon Table and Wheatland Carrel with Zenon leg. Above: Wheatland Carrel with Plover Leg and Plover Table.
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WorkStation/Carrel
MetalSolutions

The YUMA Panel Leg Carrel’s horizontal bands adds a strong graphic presence to this mod-

ern piece. Divider posts can be specified in wood or metal. Divider material is available in 

wood or acr ylic. Pictured at right is 3form acr ylic with embedded seaweed. Single, double 

faced options with var ying lengths and depths are available. 
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Uninterrupted workspace

The Teraine Workstation system offers a modern work space for 

collaborative or independent work. Work surfaces options include wood 

or laminate.

A collaborative open workspace design allows up to a 96” uninterrupted 

span that does not require intermediate legs.

Thin, sleek design 

A continuous beam-and-rail chassis supports an ultra-thin, ¾” beautifully-

crafted work surface. Solid wood knife-style edge or acrylic translucent 

reverse bevel edge option gives the Teraine Table a sophisticated look. 

Divider Panel Option with metal clamps

A few options are available for the divider panels.  Pictured at left shows a 

laminate divider with perforated pattern with stainless steel clamps. Other 

divider panel options include wood or acrylic. Metal or wood squared posts 

Sets up in a snap

assemble and reassemble the product.

Leg height adjustment

WorkStation/Carrel
MetalSolutions
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Pictured here is the Pilston Classic Carrel is simplicity at its 

finest. Clean,straight line describes its form. Four posts frame 

it structure with an optional solid wood edged surface.  These 

are available in single or double faced units. For a lighter sparer 

look, the Pilston Carrel is another option to consider. 

WorkStation/Carrel
WoodSolutions
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Full Panel Carrel+Tables
WoodSolutions

The sophisticated full panel table and carrel lines shows off the beauti-

fully distinctive look of wood. Arc, Linear, Peak or Suspension are par t of 

the Arcadia Collection (pictured left and below). Panel leg tables pictured 

right are classic and timeless. Both lines include single, double and quad 

units that can be linked to form larger configurations. Please see our De-

sign Por tfolio for cut-out patterns or custom. Power/Data and computer 

access components are available. 

Pictured left: Arcadia Carrel with Flick Arc Chairs. Above: Panel Leg Table and Arcadia Carrel (modified with higher 

divider panel) and Wyoming Child Chairs..
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Perimeter Quad Stations create an arresting spot in the library, 

Whether on a boat or under a canopy of trees these are special 

Pictured left to right: Sailboat Quad Carrel with Whistler Lounge Chairs, Tur tle Quad Carrel and Tree Quad Carrel with Zetty Cube Stools. Solutions
PerimeterCarrelkids
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Specialty Table
Solutions

A mobile whiteboard table easy to move and lock into place. Perfect for teen or children’s areas in a li-

brary. The center well provides a tidy place for markers. Available with colored laminate sides or maple 

OH 15¾" 

Pictured above the Whiteboard Table and Whistler Ottoman Stools.
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Our Leaf Table, (pictured right) with its soft round corners, perfectly 

captures this technique and the familiar organic shape of a falling 

leaf. Two laminate colors distinguish the seam and create and alter-

native to a monochromatic table surface.  

The Chess Table makes an attractive addition to any library

or commons area. 

Specialty Table
Solutions
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Display+BookBins
+Shelving+ServiceDesks
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Book Display is standard important in today’s library. Options include 

face out or spine orientation. Most of our options have the mobility 

option built into the design. Below shows visible casters as well as hid-

Pictured left to right: Zenon Nesting Tables, A-Frame Mobile Display and Tiered Book Display.

Display
Collection
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TMC’s charming, functional book display is a perfect solution for 

libraries. Ranging from the whimsical Leaf Sprout Display to Mobile 

Towers,  to more standard pieces like the Octagon Spool Display. For 

more prodict offerings please visit our website. 

Pictured left to right: Lorca Sloped Picture Table with benches, Leaf Sprout Display with optional casters and Display 

Tower with 3 tier units, and Octagon Spool Display.

Displaykids
Collection
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TMC Book Bins for children blend the function of easy storage with 

display. Add zest and imagery to the old standby. Numerious sizes, 

single or double-face. Casters option for easy mobility. Please refer to 

the CutOut Design Portfolio for options. 

Pictured left to right: Linear Book Bin, Peak Book Bin, Arc Book Bin and Linear Book Bin with casters.

BookBinskids
Collection
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Perimeter Toppers on Book Bins

Here is Mable the friendly Whale cresting on the book bin or Audrey 

the Pig. A friendly and cheerful addition in any library interior. For 

other character options please see our Design Portfolio. 

BookBinskids
Collection
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-

tured below is our Little Book Truck ganged together or alone perfect for board books or toys. On 

casters that lock making these little truck easy to move about. Perfect for storytime too.

Pictured left to right: Full Perimeter Giraffe Book Bin, Perimeter Book Bin and Little Book Truck. 

BookBinskids
Collection
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Our high quality cantilevered wood shelving comes in standard sizes however can be made to 

suit spatial, structural and aesthetic needs too. Options include stand-alone bookcases, built-in 

Wood Bookcases
Collection
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for unique architectural spaces.  Whether the space is linear or articulated, our 

Wood Bookcases
Collection
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-

tom or patterns selected from our Design Portfolio. Colorful layering can be created using laminate 

wood. For standard images please refer to our Image Bank. Custom images or illustrations may also be 

End Panels
Collection Pictured above showing a custom wave pattern InSet pattern. 
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or patterns selected from our Design Portfolio. Colorful layering can be created using laminate or In-

below.  ImPrinted another process offered has the ability to print graphics into the raw wood. For stan-

panels to create a unique look special to the library. 

End Panelskids
Collection Pictured above modified Forest in the Arboretum Series inccorporating acylic. 
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TMC’s Service desks are numerous, ranging from heavy oak with slat wall to light and modern with casters. 

Units are easy to customize with a number of TMC’s popular cut-outs. Pedestals, cabinets, depressible book 

truck and other behind the desk accessories are available as well. 

Service Desks
Collection
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Service Desks are part of the TMC line up. Ranging from small mobile units to full 

circulation desk areas. Pictured here is a desk that was sketched up by a designer 

acrylic or metal accents may be incorporated. 

Also pictured is TMCkids “In the Country” mural and Learning Panels. CustomDesks
Collection
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©2017 TMC Furniture Inc. Designs are sole property of TMC Furniture Inc. 


